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 A SURVEY OF DARBOUX BAIRE 1 FUNCTIONS

 Introduction: The purpose of this article is to summarize

 the important results and open problems concerning Darboux Baire 1

 functions from a real interval into the reals. The class of such

 Darboux Baire 1 functions, denoted by contains subclasses

 of functions important for differentiation theory, among which are

 the derivatives, A, and the approximately continuous functions, ¿7.

 An extensive treatment of these is found in [3] and consequently

 we will mention only those results on A and ¿7 which are

 relevant to our treatment of £ functions. Nor will we survey

 the facts on the much larger and considerably less structured

 class of all Darboux functions or the classes J? S where
 a

 a > 1. A survey of these can be found in [4] or partially in [3].

 However, we do cover the hitherto neglected subclasses of upper

 semi-continuous and lower semi-continuous Darboux functions, £ use

 and £ lsc.

 1 The second author was supported in part by the Natural Sciences
 and Engineering Research Council of Canada.
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 Notation and Terminology: In the sequel we will assume that

 all functions are defined on a non-degenerate real interval, de-

 noted by I, unless otherwise specified.

 The right and left cluster sets of f at x are denoted

 by K+(f,x) and K (f,x). Moreover, K(f,x) = K+(f ,x) K (f,x).

 The sets of continuity points and approximate continuity points of

 f are denoted by C(f) and A(f). If £ and U are classes of

 functions, then £ + U and £ • U denote all f + g (resp. f*g)

 where f £ g, and g€M • And lim is the set of all pointwise

 limits of sequences in £ . The class of all bounded f in £ is

 denoted by b £. Lebesgue measure is denoted by K and the class

 of all continuous functions is denoted by . A set A is null

 if '(A) = 0. The graph of f is denoted by gr f. If for all

 e > 0 the set

 {z : |f(z) - L|< e }

 has density 1 at x, then we write lim ap f(z) = L.
 z x

 We say that a function f has a p-system with respect to

 c-dense (resp. dense, density) conta initient if there exists a

 yr n system of perfect sets {A , A n } where n ž r and n and r
 n ^r

 . CO

 are positive integers and {yrjr_ļ is an enumeration of the ration-

 al numbers satisfying the following:

 (1) Un*r AIr = l£ 5 yr' (1)' Ua=r A? * = l£ * yr' * r

 y j. r yr n n+1
 (2) A j. r c A yr n+1 J. (2)' A n e A"1 n+1 n -p n+1 yr -p yr

 and if y < y and n Ž max{s,t} then
 S U-

 (3) A7* c AVt (3)* An c An
 n -p n yt -p ys
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 where B C means each point of B is a bilateral c-limit

 (resp. limit, density point) of C. In this case we say that B

 is c-dense (resp. dense, density) contained in C.

 A collection of non-empty closed sets {A(a) : a € J}, where

 J is an interval, is called a hierarchy with respect to c-dense

 (resp. dense, density) containment if or < ß implies Aff is

 c-dense (resp. dense, density) contained in Aß.
 Since f is use if and only if -f is lsc all the results

 in the sequel on use functions yield corresponding results on lsc

 functions whose formulations we will omit.

 In the interest of brevity we will not give references to old

 established results on Darboux functions , ones which have been

 documented in [4] or [3].

 We begin by citing a theorem which is very useful for construc-

 ting functions in £ 3^ or in <7.

 Theorem A [1]. If {A(a) : a € [ 1 ,<») } is a hierarchy of

 closed sets with respect to c-dense (resp. density) containment,

 and if f is defined as

 (inf {« : X € A(a) }) 1 if x^'Jg^Aia)
 f(x) =

 0 if X # U agiA(a) >

 then f €•# use (resp. CI use) and [f > 0] -U0»,A(cr).

 Within the class of Baire 1 functions, there is a varie-

 ty of useful characterizations of being Darboux. The following

 theorem contains some of these. Others may be found in [3] or [4] .
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 Theorem B. Suppose f is Baire 1. Then each of the following

 conditions is necessary and sufficient ¿or f to be Darboux:

 (b^) f is the uniform limit of a sequence of Darboux functions;

 (b^) for all X, K+(f,x) and K (f,x) are intersecting closed
 intervals ;

 (b3) for all x, f(x) 6 K+(f,x)

 (b^) gr f is connected;
 (b,.) gr f is bilaterally c-dense (resp. dense) in itself;

 (bg) each neighborhood of gr f contains the graph of a continu-
 ous function [9] ;

 (by) for each x there exists a perfect set P having x as a
 bilateral limit point such that f ¡P is continuous at x;

 (bg) for each a each of the sets [f > a] and ff < a] is bi-
 laterally c-dense (resp. dense) in itself;

 It is also possible to characterize Darboux Baire 1 functions

 as shown by

 Theorem C. Each of the following is a necessary and suffi-

 cient condition for f to be a Darboux Baire 1 function:

 (Cl) there exists a homeomorphism h from I onto I such that
 fo h 6 A (resp.tf ) [24] (or, equivalently, f is the deriva-

 tive of its integral with respect to some nonatomic Lebesgue-

 Stieltjes measure [3, p. 42]);
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 (C2^ for any a each of the sets [f > a] and [f < a] is a

 bilaterally c-dense (resp. dense) in itself F^;

 (c^) for each closed subinterval J there exists W(J) € int J
 ÛO

 such that if ^n^n-ļ is any sequence of such subintervals ,
 then whenever x é for all K and diam -* 0 then

 limk _ „fiWCJ^) = f(x);

 (c4) there exists a p-system tor f with respect to c-dense
 (resp. dense) containment [2] ;

 Co

 there exist sequences of £3^ functions ^n^n=ļ anc*
 CO

 {g tGnn=l } . such that f t f and g 4- f. tGnn=l .

 There is also a characterization of in terms of the

 structure of the cluster sets [29], which we omit because of its

 complexity. Characterization (Cj.) is new but its proof is immediate.

 Some useful characterizations of use are given by

 Theorem D . Each of the following is a necessary and sufficient

 condition that f be upper semi-continuous and Darboux:

 (d. ) for each x, f(x) = lim f(z) = lim f(z);
 +

 z -> X Z ■* X

 (d2 ) there exists a homeomorphism h from I onto 1 such that
 f o h e Ause (resp. û use) ;

 (dß) for each a, [f < a] is open and [f > a] is a bilaterally
 c-dense (resp. dense) in itself F set;

 (d^) {[f Š a] : a e f(I)) is a hierarchy of closed sets with
 respect to c-dense containment f 1 ] .
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 Characterizations (d^) and (d^) are trivial consequences of

 (Cj)and (c^) respectively. Moreover, (d^) is immediate and may be

 considered a simplified version of (c^) applied to the use case.

 The class of approximately continuous functions has character-

 izations similar to some of those for 38^ by replacing the notion

 of c-limit point by that of a point of density.

 Theorem E . Each of the following is a necessary and suffi-

 cient condition for f to be approximately continuous:

 (fij) f is continuous relative to the density topology (i.e. the
 inverse image of an open set is density-contained in itself) ;

 for all f(x) = lim ap f(z);
 z -* X

 (eg) there exists a p-system for f with respect to density-
 containment [2] .

 Theorem F. Each of the following is a necessary condition for

 f to be upper semi-continuous and approximately continuous:

 (f^) {[f áa] : a 6 f(I)} is a hierarchy of closed sets with
 respect to density- containment;

 for all X. f(x) = lim ap f(z) = lim f(z).
 z ■* X z ■+ X

 Ja contrast to ü the existence of characterizations for A

 is an open question with the exception of a characterization in

 terms of interval functions (see [20]) consisting of an augmenta-

 tion of (c„). However, when restricted to upper semi-continuity

 we have bAusc = btfusc.
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 One general problem is to find additional "simple", "non-

 contrived" characterizations for £ 3^ . However, there does not

 seem to exist a characterization in terms of the topological nature

 of the graph (e.g., a function with a. connected Gg graph need not

 be in £ 3 ^ [18]). Nor does there seem to exist a simple "local"

 characterization of J^-3 , even though Darbouxness does have a local

 characterization (see [4]). In [32] Baire 1 functions are charac-

 terized as having graphs being the intersection of a sequence of

 simply connected open sets. Does there exist a characterization

 oí £3l having the graph as the intersection of a sequence of
 "special" simply connected open sets?

 Another problem: Can the characterizations in terms of p-

 systems and hierarchies be exploited to yield simpler proofs of

 known results?

 The class £ 3^ as well as each of the subclasses ^usc, ¿7,
 and A are closed under taking uniform limits, but not under tak-

 ing pointwi8e limits as shown by

 Theorem G [6, 24, 25]. 3 2 ~ lin b £ 3-^ - lim b = ü® *>A.

 An open question is : What is lim à use? Whereas and

 & are closed under taking sums, £ 3^ and J} use are not. How-

 ever, we do have

 Theorem H [6]. 3 ^ =■ £ 3 ^
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 This result suggests several questions: What are Jä use + JLusi

 and £ use +.#lsc? In fact, more generally, is = use + lsc?

 Other facts worth mentioning are; C-+^ß - Jr'3^ =

 As far as products are concerned G is closed under products

 but á is not. There is an interesting representation for £ ,

 namely, = A + (27].

 Another question: is it true that f € Jfr 8 if and

 only if f 6 ß^ and f takes on the value 0 in each interval
 in which it changes sign? The analogous result is true for & [12].

 Also, what is 3 use* .čusc?

 The following theorem, used to prove Theorem H in [6], shows

 that each Baire 1 function C3n be modified on a "small" set so as

 to become Darboux Baire 1.

 Theorem I [6]. Suppose f 6 ^ and E is of first category.
 Then there exists such that [f ý g] is null and of

 first category and disjoint from E and such that f+g ć*' ^ •

 Is the analogous statement true for J} use? (See (19]).
 on

 Moreover, given a sequence ìB does there exist a

 8 € Jí /3ļ such that f Q+g 6 £ for all n?

 The next result characterizes those Baire 1 functions which can

 be modified on a countable set to give a Darboux Baire 1 function.
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 Theorem J [8]. Suppose f € 8 . Then, there exists g

 such that [f jí g] is countable if and only if

 (1) for each x, K(f,x) is a non-void closed interval, and

 (2) for each e > 0 the set [x : dist(K(f,x), f(x)) Ž e}

 is a countable set.

 Despite the non-addi tivity of £8^ we have:

 Theorem K { 7 ] . Suppose f , g € £8^ and f < g . Then there

 exists h € -&8^ such that f < h < g .

 The analogous statement is also true for £u.sc [19]. An open

 question is : What are necessary and sufficient conditions on arbi-

 trary f and g, where f < g, in order to insure that a

 function can be inserted between them? (see [11]).

 A somewhat related question is : Is a given h € b^ the

 average of some f,g€ £-8-^ such that f < g? This is not true

 without the boundedness restriction [8].

 It is easy to see that the maximum of two functions

 need not be Darboux. What is the class max{ J}8ļ)1 A charac-
 terization of max{if )£ } was given in [8]. Moreover,

 max{ Jhisc, £8^} - &8^ and max{ -#usc, -£usc} = -#usc [16].

 Another, as yet unapplied, result is
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 Theorem L [13]. Let f from I onto J. Then there

 exists g € £/3^ from J onto I such that f(g(y)) = y for all
 y 6 J.

 If we restrict ourselves to bounded functions, then b«P#^

 with the sup norm becomes a non-separable [14] complete, metric

 space. Moreover,

 (3-9 b ç bA c b ,

 c b«&usc ç b-tf'Sj,

 and in each inclusion the smaller class is a nowhere dense closed subspace

 larger. Let us say a property ^ is typical in biMîj, if the
 class of all functions satisfying $ is residual in b jř/3,. Using

 this terminology, the properties of C, bí7, bA, and ^usc all fail

 to be typical.

 So, a natural question to pose is: What kind of properties of

 functions are typical?

 The next theorem lists some known typical properties.

 Theorem M. Each of the following properties is typical in

 b J)8ý

 (uij) A.(f (A(f ))) = 0 [15]
 (m2) '(cl f(C(f))) = 0 [15]
 (m3) X(cl f (A(f))) « 0 [15]
 (m4) X(C(f)) = 0 [23]
 (m5) card f(C(f))= 2^° [23]
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 (mg) I - C(f) is dense in I

 (m^) f 1(y) is null and nowhere dense for all y [23]

 (mg) the function f(x) + rx is nowhere monotonie
 for each r

 (mg) f has both + ® and -» as derived numbers at each point
 [14}

 (m^g) f has an infinite derived number on both the right and
 left at each point [14]

 (m^j) each real number is a derived number at each point [30]

 (m12^ there is a residual set Eel such that for each x € E
 each real number is a derived number on both the left

 and right at x [30]

 (®1ß) there exists a residual set Eel such that the inter-
 section of the line y = mx + b with gr f is a dense

 in itself boundary set whenever m is rational and b € E.

 («ją ) the set of all (m,b) for which y = mx + b fails to
 intersect gr f in a dense in itself set is null and of

 first category. [31]

 Characterizations («^)» (mg)» and are new* The proof

 of («g) is straightforward and the other two follow immediately

 from (m^) and results in [17]. Note, relative to («13) an<*

 (m^), that the empty set is dense in itself.
 There are a number of attractive candidates for a typical pro-

 perty in b.£j9ļ. One of these, suggested in [23], is:

 (ttj) for all y, cl f *(y) is nowhere dense (and null).
 Other related candidates are the following:
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 (r^) each number is a derived number on both the right and
 left at each point;

 ^ has no local unilateral extrema;

 (n^) f is open (i.e., has no local extrema);
 for each y, f *(y) is bilaterally dense in itself;

 (ng) zero is a bilateral derived number at each point;

 Clearly, the following implications hold:

 °2

 In [5] it is shown that the class of f satisfying (^)

 [and hence, (n^) , i Ž 3] is dense in b.&©1 and therefore is
 likely to be typical.

 Post-script: M. Chlebik has announced that the following property

 is typical for a function f: f attains its maximum on
 <4-

 each compact subinterval at precisely one point. It is easy to see

 that this implies that (n.) through (n ) are all non-typical.
 *• 5

 Another general problem is to find typical functions in buscir

 and bć7. For some results on this problem see [9] [ 23 ļ [19] [ 30 ]

 and [31).

 In conclusion, we mention another interesting subclass of ,
 JU ļ?»

 namely, &3 We say that f € 3 ^ if for each closed set Pel
 there exists an open interval (a,b) such that f is continuous
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 /V

 on (a,b) fi P. Obviously, 3 . c B- . It is easy * to see that f , J. 1 * *

 00

 if and only if there exists a sequence ^ ļ closed subsets
 of I such that I » U* i K and is continuous for each n. i In n

 "rC

 Theorem M [21]. If tÇJïB j , then f has a local extremum

 and f (I ) - f(C(f)) is countable and nowhere dense.

 The class ^ is not closed in (e.g., consider the
 sequence {fn}"_j> where fn(x) = ^k=l ^ ^sinCx-r^) * for x ý r^

 and fn(rk) =0 on (0,1), where {rk}ķ=1 is an enumeration of
 JU

 the rationals in (0,1).) Moreover , ^ is nowhere dense in.##^,
 this can be shown using a construction employing sequences similar

 to that given above.
 *

 It would be interesting to find characterizations of jfrß ^
 * ,

 functions. It is known, however, that.#^ functions cannot , be

 characterized by associated sets [28].

 The £ /?ļ analogue of Theorem J is true [22]. In general,
 <£>

 however, little seems to be known about £ functions so that all

 the questions posed above concerning £ 6 ^ and ihisc functions can
 *

 also be formulated for J} functions.
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